
Uterus Weturus Iturus Meterus Usterus

Failing is just another word for growing

To deny people their human rights, is to challenge their very humanity

#Loveoverhate

People matter

Live a morally right lifestyle

Smile, there are so many things to be thankful for

Free Kurdistan & Palestine! #Palestineisreal #Kursistanisreal

God is good all the time

Let's see some Kurdish art!

I will talk less, and listen more

Do you know where your food comes from?

I just want you to know that baby youre the best

It's lit - Ghandi

It is what it is - to each their goddamn own

Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful committed people can change the world. Indeed it is the only thing 

that ever has.

Do not vote for Trump

My favorite part of the exhibit is the patterns on the flags

Go college student

Finals is kicking my ass!!!

I love this school!!!

You're the best Ms. Stangel

Houdini!

Don't procrastinate! Eventually it won't work!

Strong people forgive Intelligent people ignore Just be yourself

King Chavez is the best

I like the Velcro squares

Don't pass the opportunities tomorrow brings today.

You are braver than you believe. Stronger than you seem. Smarter than you think. And loved more than you'll 

ever know. - A.A. Milne (from the book Winnie the Pooh)

Lebanese linen paintings. More art

Be happy

National Day of Mourning Thurs, Nov. 26, 2015

One day I will rule this world!!! Adeeb

Sicangu Oyate Lakota Nation

Hello

Just drop out and be a stripper

And buy that BMW girl!

Welcome to Hogwarts!

Do you Boo Boo

Hey!! U.S. Hassan

Love your life

TMS Bobcats

Maddie and Katy was here TMS all the way

TMS is awesome

TMS was here



Dev is life

Glenn is alive T.W.D.

3 musies ORA vlog going up r.n. it's LIVE

Jocelyn is beautiful like Rylee

T.W.D.

Temecula middle school rocks!

Thanks for having us

TMS was here

T.W.D. Life

TMS is great

Temecula middle school was here

Go broncos

Shrimp

Respect each other

I love all of them

Hello Amigo

potatoes are life

like the food

My favorite piece is the tec sayings!

My favorite piece would be "Stars and stripes 1" 

Thanks for having us CSUSM

au daces Fortuna juvat

Stripes & Stars

Hello

Lebanese Linen

Hello

"use is meaning" Thanks for the experience

My favorite piece is JumpMan

All Amazing

Peace and Love

Pray for Paris

I love all of them

Tec sayings is amazing

meaning of perfection

Cool

One punch

VMMS students were and will be here

Vista Magnet is awesome!

Future students….VMMS

great artwork!

you was good!

Beautifully done!

Da Blocks

Thank you for allowing us to visit your beautiful campus

Kendall was here! See you soon CSUSM!!!

Sig Chi Blows

it was cool



wow

Happy Birthday USMC! 1775

Stripes and Stars 1 I like the movement in the flag with the lace overlay

TMS is cool!!!

This school is also cool!

TMS was here #7th grade only

Cool

Been Trill

Sami's Dad. Go Vballscore

vballscore.com

The blocks were my favorite part! You guys have an incredible campus! - SDSU

Go Barnett Bobcats

Barnett was here

Go Bobcats!

Rich was here

Zach was here!

Kaili was here

come to the party!

Ramona Rocks!

Ramona Rocks!

Eliana was here!

BJ was here

Xilo is amazeballs

Sup Barnett Elementary school rocks

Genna was here

Aby was here!

I love Ramona!

I love Barnett

CSUSM

Barnett was here

Kash was here son

Colorful

Flor was here!

America!!!

Love the artwork!

Eli was here

Bitter and dumb she's my sugar plum

Daddy Sakurai, please add Shrek to smashBros4

Xyloma is awesome and stuffs

Play league of legends with me

School life



I enjoyed looking at Stripes 1, Stripes 2, Stripes and Stars from Zarigona to Shiraz and Stripes and Stars! I was also 

fascinated with the secured state maps. For Stripes and Stars image, I enjoyed looking at the color of stars and 

floral patterns and there was a great use of light and shadow on the flag making it so realistic. The secured state 

maps pretty much gave me a new way of thinking about envelopes and got me curious about the subject. This 

made me wonder if Prof. Bittatr has done an more of these types of maps. One question I can think of for Prof. 

Bittar is that what if the star pattern on Stripes and Stars from Zarigona to Shiraz was placed on the starts of the 

flag from the same image? As for the comment on what I would like to say to her: I miss taking her Visual Arts 

Fundamentals CVSAR 130 and beginning painting courses!

#llamastruckclub

I love Panda Express and Starbucks

I miss Juan

I love Colin

Skate Life

you look great today

Wussup!

Eduardo was here

Happy Halloween! Be safe!

Sup? This was fun

stay suave

Puro pinchi pari primo!

Noa from V.I.D.A. was here

Keep moving forward!

Tyrese from Madison was here

Definition of the derivative! Math  yo!

The trip was so fun so far - VIDA student Brooke

and it was amazing!

Live life as if everything is rigged in your favor!

I like turtles

I got blue eyes

Today is only as beautiful as you allow it to be

pie!! Yea!!

Embrace your background and diversity. You are Unique!!

Be excellent, to others and yourself.

Everything is awesome!

Madison Mustangs Rule!

Ramo was here

Bobcats rule

Celenas was here

 Fea E Shquiptaret estte shqiptaria

I wonder if you feel guilty?

 I wonder too

Happy Halloween all

SHHS Knights are #collegebound

Power through them midterms

I love puppies!

#catsforlife #meow

Monte Vista Bobcats are college bound!



Catholic Club 7pm wed. SBSB 3219

Tu macho was here!

I miss my family and my country

CA is the best

I love arts!

That is so simple to answer!

I love you Sandra

a little nonsense now and again is valued by the wisest man -W. Wonka

I'm tired!

was love born?

nope love comes from God

god does not exist. Or does he?

he does or at least I think so

yo!

Askatasuna!! Gora Euskal Herria Askatuta!!!

Daimer es un vergonzoso!

An unexamined life is not work living.

It's beast!

Stories are precious lights. Give some light to the world. - Kate DiCamillo The Tale of Desperaux

Not Spain! Not France! Basque country!

Art

I wonder about a baby alien?

me too

me three

nice

Hillary=H Huma=H HH=88 88=Heil Hitler

Kealani was here

Free cookies

how do I make friends?

go up to someone and say hello

I'm alive

Mrs. Borja's classes are awesome

San Elijo middle school was here

I was here!

Dominic was here

If you are reading this, it means you can read

I want to go to college and get a degree

San Elijo middle school Grade 7

We duh bus!

San Elijo middle school 7th grade

Lane was here

Can a set of all sets contain its own set?

Yeah set-ception

Platypus r kewl

I was here!

Hayden was here

Alex was here!



Hello! Granger was here

you know who else goes to college? My mom

very patriotic

Granger high school rocks!

Thank you CSUSM! Many jr. high school students (Granger JHS/Nat. City) are setting foot on a college campus for 

the first time! Bravo Zulu! - R/D.

Shout out to Ace

Love the velcro tiles…funnnnn

this is amazing - hope to go here in 5 years

ABES Aztecs

I hope you see some cute dogs today!!!

Thanks! We had a good time

I'm not a cougar but I have cougar pride

same I don’t even go here

its lit

yesterday is history, tomorrow is a mystery, but today is a gift, that's why it's called present - uncertain individual

I hope you all have a good day!

BMMS

Black Mountain Middle School

I am going to murder people

Date a baby alien!

live laugh love

the future starts today, not tomorrow - St. John Paul II

Shall we talk, my friends?

I love the library

I love life

Have a great night

I'm a failure in love and life! - Anonymous

no, you're not a failure

Rah Rah Cougars!! Cougar Pride get some

Good luck to everyone taking midterms

#cougar4life

Fly like a starship! And follow your dreams

live the art life!

MCHS Sundevils

the exhibit beautifully displays the diversity and common place of language

I'm done!!

See ya never!!

#yas!!!

Failed my test, so sad

haha you suck

don’t be mean, be encouraging!

life is beautiful

my roommates are also my best friends, love y'all we're gonna have loads of adventures

better lunch next time

I love my BFF Hoolia

The flag art



 heritage patterns of TW Okinawa - land of my foremothers

So lucky to have found my best friends in my roommates. I know they are lifelong friends. Love them. Sabes que 

its true!

SLAYER

O.J. didn't do it!

Lakota Medicine Wheel

I have soo much mu!

I have no idea what I'm doing with my life, but its ok.

It is absolutely ok

It gets better

Dobby is a free elf!

Have a great day Cal State San Marcos students

Hi Kristen

You can do anything!

Be free!

life is beautiful

we all love you

Sicangu Oyate Rosebud Reservation

Sick paintings! Love the American canvases

The artwork is so beautiful and I love the tiles on the wall!

Amazing detail. Talented artists. Keep up the good work.

Y'all are super creative! I have no type of creativity so keep doing ya thing.

Stripes and Stars on 12 oil canvas. I liked it because I have never seen the American flag through your fence. It's 

pretty and does not distract from the fact that there is a flag there but it makes you stop and wonder. Its hard to 

This school needs Jesus!

Amen!

#CSUSM #Christ #GodisGood #Pro-life #tradmarriage #Savemotherearth

#prochoice

SLAYER

I love In -n-Out

#Hope + Wellness Center

Why are we here? Who will we change with our presence?

Let it be

Black Lives Matter!

So do Mexican lives

All lives matter but right now we need to focus on those that are being told they don’t.

You are in charge of your own destiny.

Si se Puede! Yes you can!

I am in charge of how I feel today. I choose happiness. Your current situation is not your final destination. (via-

Studybuzz)

"Anime was a mistake." Hayao Miyazaki

The trouble with not having a goal is that you spend your life running up and down the field and never score.

Ponchi

Everything happens for a reason! -Starbucks barista at CSUSM

Just because someone desires you, it does not mean that they value you. - Understand

Imperfection is beauty. Madness is Genius, and its better to be absolutely ridiculous than absolutely boring! 

Marilyn Monroe



If you could live forever, what would you live for? Twilight

Doritos Locos Tacos - Cool Ranch

La musika

Is an unexamined life worth living? - Philosophy Rules!

Live life to the fullest Good life Good vibes Be happy

Team Jacob

Paula loves philosophy class because Sandra's there

Karina & Ronnie

Dillon loves Disney and Dillon is a special boy

Because I'm happy! Love art!

Procrastinating at its best, I should be studying instead of writing this.

same  

Netflix is life - every college student

Netflix & Chill

Food: another form of procrastination

Live in the moment take chances!

Thanks for the neat art! Made for good thought and cool Instagram post.

Love the patterns

This is neat!

Netflix is still better

SUP!

It's lit  

Till I COLLAPSE

What will I do after high school?

It is awesome!

Life is better with Starbucks and Panda Express!

I like your University

I love the girls here - every guy

This place is cool

Love it!

Woot

All is well with Connie Wells

Hi Friends

See you next year!

Amazing  

God is good all the time, and all the time God is good.

I love this college hopefully I will come here one day. 

God is good, All the time

Netflix & Chill?

Stripes and Stars was my favorite piece. I liked the story behind it!

Sick invite!

art

Stripes 2

I bend, but I never break!

If all else fails, Le Chatlier's is the way to go

Beautiful art work

Sick



We are all the same no matter our differences…We go through pain, happiness, sorrow and joy at certain parts 

Harry Potter

What happens when heritage disappears and is forgotten?

Why the FXCK you lyin'?

Imagination is a path to reality

I like turtles

Amazing

Express yo self

"What you are afraid to do is a clear indication of the next thing you need to do." Ralph Waldo Emerson

If nothing else, be kind.

Love is the key to life!

life is Meli

Don't forget to be awesome

Life is art Art is life Our realm is someone's dimension

And like the sea I'm constantly changing from calm to Hell - Dallas Green

What if I fall? Oh my darling, what if you fly?

Beautiful

Be multi-sweet

Your choices are the pen to your story. Just because you had a bad beginning it doesn’t mean you have to have a 

bad ending.

What and if are two words as non-threatening as words can be. But put them together side by side and they 

have the power to haunt you for the rest of your life - Letters to Juliet

Take what you think is beautiful, and distort it. Male is obscure or strange somehow. If you still love it then, it is 

truly beautiful. 

Beauty isn't about having a pretty face. It is about having a pretty mind, a pretty heart, and most importantly, a 

pretty soul.

Regardless of what race, color, ethnicity we attach to ourselves, we all bleed the same, breathe the same, we 

are all human…\

I love that beautiful simplistic memory of something like folding sheets. It can influence us with lasting 

complexity. Thank you for sharing your piece! Ps. I enjoyed that placement of "date" and "late". Ill interpret it as 

so. No need to rush something awesome.


